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Abstract—Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 

(DICOM) is a standard for handling, storing, printing, and 

transmitting information in medical images. The DICOM file 

contains the image data and a number of attributes such as 

identified patient data (name, age, insurance ID card,…), and 

non-identified patient data (doctor’s interpretation, image 

type,…). Medical images serve not only for examination, but can 

also be used for research and education purposes. For research 

they are used to prevent illegal use of information; before 

authorizing researchers to use these images, the medical staff 

deletes all the data which would reveal the patient identity to 

prevent patient privacy. This manipulation is called 

anonymization. In this paper, we propose a reversible 

anonymization of DICOM images. Identifying patient data with 

image digest, computed by the well-known SHA-256 hash 

function, are encrypted using the proposed probabilistic public 

key crypto-system. After compressing the Least Significant Bit 

(LSB) bitplan of the image using Hofmann coding algorithm, the 

encrypted data is inserted into a liberated zone of the LSB 

bitplan of the image. The proposed method allows researchers to 

use anonymous DICOM images and keep to authorized staff -if 

necessary- the possibility to return to the original image with all 

related patient data. 

Keywords-DICOM images; watermaking; Hofmann coding; 

reversible anonymization, public key cryptosystem. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

DICOM images contain different kind of information, 
intermixing identifying patient data (I-Data) and non-
identifying patient data (M-data) in a single file. To use these 
images by scientific researchers or for teaching purposes, 
hospitals proceed to the image anonymization by deleting all I-
Data to ensure the patient privacy. Several software and web 
based applications were proposed to ensure this anonymization, 
as proposed by [5], [4] and [6].  

For research purposes, sometimes the return to some I-Data 
in order to explain typical phenomenon is inescapable, but, the 
images are already anonymized and there is no way to use 
those information. To deal with this problem, [2] proposed to 
substitute I-Data by a unique anonymous token. In case that 
later an authenticated user needs full access to an image, the 
token can be used for re-linking separated I-Data and M-Data. 
[7] proposes to extract and save identifying data in another 
database and non-identifying data is stored in the archive.  

When data is requested, the proposed system resolves the 
correlating and gathers the person-identifying information from 
the separate database. Another web-based separation is 
proposed in [8]. All above methods circumvent the main 
objective of DICOM images, which is to keep the image and 
the related data in the same file. To ensure the anonymization 
with keeping I-Data in the same file, the watermarking 
techniques are unavoidable. [3] proposed embedding the digest 
computed by SHA-256, in the Region of Non-Interest (RONI) 
of the image LSB bitplan. This method presents some 
difficulties to determine the RONI. 

In this paper, we propose a reversible anonymization of 
DICOM images based on cryptography and watermarking. 
After liberating a space in LSB bitplan of the host image by 
compressing the original LSB bitplan using the Hoffmann 
coding, the I-Data and the image digest computed by SHA 
digital signature algorithm, are encrypted using the proposed 
public key crypto-system and inserted in liberated zone. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief 
review of DICOM standard. Section 3 explains the security 
requirement for medical data storage. Section 4 exposes the 
proposed public key crypto-system. Section 5 exposes the 
global algorithm of reversible anonymization, and the last 
section concludes the paper.  

II. DICOM IMAGES 

Introduced in 1993, DICOM (Digital Imaging and 
Communications in Medicine) a technology standard that is 
used virtually in Hospitals, clinics, imaging centers and 
specialists. Its structure is designed to ensure the 
interoperability of systems used to produce, store, display, 
send, …, and retrieve medical images and derived structured 
documents as well as to manage related workflow.  

DICOM is required by all Electronic Health Records 
Systems that include imaging information as an integral part of 
the patient record.  

DICOM is used in radiology, cardiology, radiotherapy, 
oncology, ophthalmology, dentistry, and so on. 

For more description about DICOM, see the official web 
site [13]. 
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III. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR MEDICAL DATA 

STORAGE 

To preserve patient privacy, all medical data are considered 
as sensitive. To read the content of an image, a user should be 
authorized. To prevent data infiltration, the anonymization 
prevents the exposure of identified patient data to unauthorized 
users. Many techniques are available to ensure the storage of 
medical data: 

A. File access control 

Under operating systems, the administrator defines access 
restrictions (read, write and execute) to file owner, the stuff 
members, and public users. 

B. Data access control 

Medical databases are stored in local servers and can be 
consulted remotely for tele-diagnostic for example. Access or 
denial to medical data should be adequately granted.  

C. File encryption and signature 

To reduce considerably the risk of disclosure, the use of 
crypto-system is a great solution. Encrypt medical data before 
transmission upon open networks, like Internet, ensures the 
confidentiality of patient identity. Adding digital signature 
ensure the data integrity also.  

D. File anonymization 

The identified patient data or de-identified patient data - 
information that does not identify the individual and for which 
there is no reasonable basis to believe the individual can be 
identified from it - must be kept confidential. Several software 
and web based applications can ensure the DICOM 
anonymization by deleting certain attributes like (Name, 
Address, Social card ID,…) . 

IV. PROPOSED PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOSYSTEM  

A. Overview 

Formally, PKE  = three efficient (probabilistic) algorithms: 

KeyGen( ):            

Outputs: public key pk  and secret key sk  

Enc( pk , m ): 

Outputs: a ciphertext c  

Dec( sk , c ): 

Outputs: a message m  

And always, we assume that the communication is 
exchanged in insecure channel, and then always, we assume 
that there are pirates (adversaries).  

The scheme is called semantically secure if the probability      

2

1
)"(" winsAyprobabilit  is negligible for every efficient 

adversary "" A . 

Our proposed scheme is based on third order linear 
sequences. 

In [10], P. Smith and M. J. J. Lennon proposed using Lucas 
sequences cryptosystems, and they proved that the computation 
cost by using Lucas sequences is half reduced instead of using 
exponentiation in the standard RSA. Moreover, from [12], the 
security of Lucas sequences is polynomial-time equivalent to 
the generalized discrete logarithm problem. In [11], Gong and 
L. Harn introduced cryptosystems based on third order linear 
sequences, and they show that the computation cost of the 

proposed scheme is reduced by 
3

2   instead of using 

exponentiation in the standard RSA. All these given variants 
have a weak point on semantic security. In this paper, a 
probabilistic variant is given, together with the security 
analysis. Moreover, as the crucial property of Lucas sequences 
is that cryptosystem are not formulated in terms of 
exponentiation, this would make them unsusceptible to various 
well known attacks that threaten the security of more 
traditional exponentiation based cryptosystems like RSA.  

B. Mathematical foundation  

Remind that for two integers a ,  b  and a polynomial

1)( 23  bXaXXXf , a third order linear characteristic 

sequence generated by ),( ba  is denoted by ),( bas  and defined 

by the following recurrence:  

),(),(),(),( 123 basbabsbaasbas kkkk  


),( ba is called the generator of ),( bas and k is its 

exponent.  

It is well known that if 
21,  and 

3 are the complex 

roots of )(Xf . Then there exist three rational numbers 

 321 ,, aaa  such that for every integer k .  

kkk

k aaas 332211b)a,  (  


Note that the tuple  321 ,, aaa  depends only on the choice 

of ),(0 bas , ),(1 bas , ),(1 bas  and conversely. If ),(),,( 10 basbas  

and ),(1 bas
are integers, then 

321 ,, aaa  are integers too.  

Through the paper, let  p  is an odd prime integer, ),( bas   

is a third order linear sequence such that ),(),,( 10 basbas , 

),(1 bas
 are integers and )(mod1321 paaa  .  

Then )(mod),(1 pbbas 
, )(mod3),(0 pbas  , 

)(mod),(1 pabas   and for every k , ),( bask
 is an integer. 

Since )(Xf is irreducible in  XFp
 , then )(Xf is irreducible 

in  XQ  too. In that case, let  1QK  ,  
KZ  its ring of 

integers,  
Q

KN  and  
Q

KT  the norm and trace of K . Then for 

every integer k ,   pTbas
k

Q
Kk mod),( 1 . Since )(mod1 p

p
  and 

M 
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)(mod
2

1 p
p

   are the conjugate of )(mod1 p , we have: 

  )(mod1
1

11

2

pN
pp

Q
K 


 .  

Thus, 12  ppT   is a period of  ),( bas  modulo p .  

 The following cryptographic properties are well known 

modulo p (see [GH 99]). We give theme modulo 2p  without 

proof. 

 To simplify, for every integer k , let us denote

))(mod,(: 2pbass kk  . 

If )(mod3),( 2

0 pbas  , )(mod),( 2

1 pabas   and 

 )(mod),( 2

1 pbbas 
. Then for every integer k ,  

if   )(mod1 223 pXsXsXXf kkk  
,  

then     )(mod)( 2

321 pXXXXf
kkk

k   .  

In particular, for every integers k  and e ,   

  ).)(mod,(),(),,( 2pssbasbass ekekkke         (3) 

C. Infrastructure 

 The algorithms of the proposed public key schemes are 
based on the result given in Proposition.1, given in this 
paragraph.   

Let pqn   be an RSA, ),( ba  two integers such that  

1)( 23  bXaXXXf  is irreducible modulo p  (resp. 

modulo q ), ),( bas    the third order linear sequence  modulo 
2n generated by ),( ba  such that )(mod),( 2

1 nbbas 
, 

)(mod3),( 2

0 nbas  ,  

)(mod),( 2

1 nabas  .    

Let 

 )1,1( 22  qqppLCMT  )4( 

be the least common multiple of 12  pp  and 

12  qq . 

Let })(mod3),(,),({: 2 nyxsZyx T    

and 
nZ

Z
L 2:  defined by  

)(mod
3),(

),(L n
n

yxs
yx T 
 

Since for every ),( yx , )(mod3),( nyxsT  , L  is well 

defined  and we have the following proposition: 

 Proposition.1 

If ),( baL  is invertible modulo n , then for every integer 

k ,  

)(mod
),(

)),(),,((
nk

baL

basbasL kk  

Proof.  

For every ,  

let }])[(mod1],[{: ii

i ZnxZx       

and 
][

][
:

i

ii

i
nZ

Z
L






 defined by 
)(mod

1
)(L i n

n

x
x




.  

Then for every 
2

),( iyx  ,   

)(mod
1)1(1)1(1

)(Li n
n

x

n

y
x

n

xyx

n

xy
xy











 . 

Since ix  , we have )(mod
1)1(

)(Li n
n

x

n

y
xy





    

and then )(L)(L)(L iii yxxy  .  

Let )1(T 2

p  ppk . Since for every ,  

)(mod1))(()(
12

pN qq k

i
Q

K

kpp

i

T

i 


   (resp. 

)(mod1 q
T

i  ), it follows that )(mod1 n
T

i  . Thus for 

every ,  iT

i   and  for every integer k , 

.  So, 

))(mod1()1()1(3),( 321 nbas
kTkTkT

kT    and 

 

Finally, , and if 

 is invertible,  

then  . 

The solely problem that remains to establish our proposed 
scheme, is to describe a method How to choose a couple ),( ba  

such that  is invertible: if  ))(mod,( nbaL  is not 

invertible, we describe a method which allows us to choose a 
couple  ),( ba  of integers that ))(mod,( nbaL  is invertible. 

If )(mod
3),(

n
n

basT  ,  then we will keep  

,  and  

 . Else, i.e.,  if p  or q  divides 
n

basT 3),(  , 

then let p}q,{n,:E  and E
x

n
y   the largest element of E  

dividing 
n

basT 3),(  . (If 1x , then x does not divide 

n

basT 3),(  ). Let nxaA : , and consider ),( bAs  the characteristic 

sequence  generated by ),( bA  modulo 
2n : 

3,2,1:i

3,2,1:i

3,2,1:i

))(mod()( ii nkLkL
T

i

T

i  

))(mod(
13),(s

)),(s),,((s
3

1

3

1

k
k-k nLk

nn

ba
babaL

T

i

i

i

i

kT

i 













))(mod,()),(s),,(L(s k-k nbakLbaba 

))(mod,( nbaL

)(mod
),(

)),(s),,(L(s k-k nk
baL

baba


))(mod,( nbaL

)(mod),( 2

1 nbbas 
)(mod3),( 2

0 nbas 

)(mod),( 2

1 nabas 
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,  

and   .  

Let 21,  and 
3 be the complex roots of

1)( 23  bXAXXXf . Since )(mod)()( pXgXf   (resp. 

) , then up to a permutation for 

every , there exists an integral complex 
it such 

that  . Thus, for every integer k ,  

kk

i

k

ii

i

k

ik untttnkbasntbAs 2

321

3

1

3

1

)(),()(),(  


 , 

where ku is an integral complex. For , we have  

. 

Since   ,   q}p,{1,x  and 

if 1x , then x  does not divide , 

 then 
n

bAsT 3),( 
 is invertible.  

Finally, without loss of generality, up to replace a  by  

, we can assume that   is invertible. 

Now we are ready to establish our proposed schemes. 

D. The deterministic version 

Algorithm of encryption and decryption: 

1- Public parameters: 
 ),,( banpk  . 

2- Private parameters: ),( qpsk  . 

3- Encryption: For a message 10  nm ,  Bob calculates 

the  block ciphertext  ),( 21 cc  such that  ))(mod,( 2

1 nbasc m  and 

))(mod,( 2

2 nbasc m . 

4- Decryption: For a given block ciphertext ),( 21 cc , Alice can 

decrypt, by calculating )(mod
),(

),( 21 n
baL

ccL . 

Indeed, since  ),( 21 cc  is a ciphertext, let 10  nm  such 

))(mod,( 2

1 nbasc m  and ))(mod,( 2

2 nbasc m . 

Therefore by using )3( , we have 

)(mod)),(),,(()),(),,((),( 2

21 nbasbasbasbassccs TmTmmmTT  
. 

Moreover as ),( baL  is invertible, using  (5) of proposition.1, 

we have this equality:   

).(mod
),(

)),(),,((

),(

),( 21 nm
baL

basbasL

baL

ccL mm   

E. The probabilistic version 

Algorithm of encryption and decryption: 

1- Public parameters: 
 ),,( banpk  . 

2- Private parameters: ),( qpsk  . 

3- Encryption: For a message 10  nm , Bob chooses a 

random integer r  and calculates the block ciphertext  ),( 21 cc  

such that  

 ))(mod,( 2

1 nbasc rnm and   

))(mod,( 2

)(2 nbasc rnm . 

4- Decryption: For a given block ciphertext  ),( 21 cc , Alice can 

decrypt, by calculating   )(mod
),(

),( 21 n
baL

ccL . 

First, for the same plaintext 0 , if sr  ,  then for   

))(mod,( 2nbasc rnr   , ))(mod,( 2nbasc sns  ,  

we have )(mod 2ncc sr  . Thus, as r  is randomly chosen, 

then this scheme is probabilistic. 

On the other hand, as in the proof of the last scheme, let  

10  nm  such ))(mod,( 2

1 nbasc rnm  

and ))(mod,( 2

)(2 nbasc rnm . By using (5) of 

Proposition.1,  we have this equality :   

).(mod
),(

),( 21 nmrnm
baL

ccL
 

V. NEW DICOM REVERSIBLE ANONYMIZATION 

MECHANISM 

In order the keep the possibility to return to I-Data by using 
the secret key, we proposed to hide these data inside the image 
by watermarking it. To respect data integrity, the LSB bitplan 
of the image is compressed using Hoffmann coding and the 
liberated zone is used to embed I-Data. (See [9] for 
explanations about LSB bitplan compression). The I-Data and 
the digest1, computed from the original DICOM image using 
the well-known SHA-256 hash function, are encrypted using 
the proposed cryptosystem (see paragraph IV). The encrypted 
data is converted to binary form and inserted in the liberated 
zone of the image LSB bitplan. 

The proposed method ensures that the anonymized DICOM 
images treated by our method are authentic, and when the 
return to the patient's identity is paramount, an authorized user 
(who has the secret key) can reveal the patient identified data to 
have more information about the patient and explain certain 
cases. 

The algorithm is schematized below: 

Emission side: 

)(mod),( 2

1 nbbAs 
)(mod3),( 2

0 nbAs 

)(mod),( 2

1 nAbAs 

)(mod)()( qXgXf 

3,2,1:i

iii nt

1k

)(mod321 nxttt 

)(mod
3),(3),(

nx
n

bas

n

bAs TT 





n

basT 3),( 

nxa  )(mod
3),(

n
n

basT 
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1– Extraction of identified patient data (I-Data) from the 

original DICOM image. 

2– Computation of the original image digest, using SHA-
256 hash function (digest 1). 

3- Anonymization of the original DICOM. 

4– Computation of the anonymized image digest, to be used 
by researchers to ensure the originality of the image (digest 2).  

5– Extraction of the image without LSB bitplan. 

6– Extraction of the LSB bitplan. 

7– Compression of the LSB bitplan using Hofmann coding 
algorithm (used in [9]).  

8– Encryption of I-Data and Digest 1 using the proposed 
crypto-system (see the algorithm in paragraph (IV - E). 

9– Conversion of the encrypted data to binary format. 

10– Rebuild of the pseudo LSB bitplan composed by: 
original LSB and binarized data (I-Data and digest 1)   

11– Rebuild of the watermarked image to be used by 
researchers. The new image contains hidden patient I-Data 
patient.  

Reception side: 

 

 

Extraction of the LSB bitplan from the watermarked image. 

2- Extraction of the encrypted data. 

3– Extraction of the compressed LSB bit plan, to be 
decompressed using Hofmann decoding algorithm.   

4- Extraction of Digest 1. 

5- Rebuild of the anonymized image using the extracted 
LSB bitplan. 

6- Computation of the digest from the rebuilt image. (digest 
2). 

Watermarked 

DICOM image 

Extraction of the pseudo LSB bitplan 

Authentic anonymized 

DICOM image 

Rebuild of the DICOM 

original image 

Rebuild of the 

anonymized 

DICOM image 

Encrypted I-Data 

Data 

    decryption 

Digest 2   Original LSB 

bitplan 

Authorized 

user 

Digest 2   

    computation  

Digest 1  

        computation   

Patient I-Data Digest 1  

The received DICOM 

image is authentic 

Altered 

image  

1 

2 4 3 

8 6 
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+ 
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Altered 

image  X 
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7- Verification of the authenticity of the anonymized image 
by comparing the saved and the computed digests. 

8- Authorized user, having secret key, can decrypt Data 
using the proposed decryption algorithm (see paragraph IV-E).   

9– Extraction of the saved digest (digest 1). 

10 – Extraction of the patient I-Data. 

11 –Rebuild of the original DICOM image by combining 
anonymized image and I-Data. 

12 – Computation of Digest 2. 

13- Verification of the DICOM image originality, by 
comparing the saved and the computed digests. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a mechanism to perform a 
reversible anonymization to DICOM images. The identity 
patient data and image digest are encrypted using a new public 
key crypto-system and then watermarked in liberated zone of 
the image LSB bitplan obtained by compressing the original 
LSB. The proposed algorithm efficiently ensures the data 
confidentiality (encryption and watermarking), the reversibility 
(original data may be re-obtained), the authenticity (only the 
authorized user can access to identified patient data) and the 
timeliness by using a new scheme of public key crypto-system.   
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